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✔ Kaonic nuclear experiments

✔ Present status of the E15 experiment at J-PARC

Search for the K-pp bound state in the
3He(in-flight K-, n/p) reaction

－ 3He(in-flight K-, n)   spectrum   Hashimoto
－ 3He(in-flight K-, p)   spectrum          Tokuda
－ Λp+n(missing) channel analysis       Sada
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Introduction 3

✔ Does the simplest  Kaonic nucleus “K-pp” exist?
✔ How deeply bound ?

Y. Akaishi & T. Yamazaki, Phys. Lett. B535 (2002) 70.

Y. Akaishi & T. Yamazaki, Phys. Rev. C65 (2002) 044005.

Motivation :
What will happen when anti-kaon is 
embedded in nucleus?







E15 Experiment 

Setup & 
Performance of detectors
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J-PARC E15 (Search for K--pp deeply-bound kaonic nuclear state)
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K-pp search with
decay particles 
measurement

The conclusive evidence 
will be obtained with 
measurement of formation
and decay by J-PARC E15

From M. Iio et al.   @PANIC2008





Beam momentum resolution 2.0±0.5 MeV/c





Efficiency = 23±4%



～10MeV resolution

∆(1/β）～0.003

Similar resolution is expected also for proton



3He (K-,  n) semi-inclusive 
spectrum

( Hashimoto )



3He (K-,  n) semi-inclusive spectrum



Tail component in the bound region is 
NOT due to the detector resolution !! 



















Preliminary

Finuda

DISTO



3He (K-,  p)  spectrum
( Tokuda )





KEK-PS 548: In-flight 12C(K-,N)

(K-,n)

(K-,p)



3He (K-,  p) spectrum (VERY preliminary!)



3He (K-,  n) semi-inclusive spectrum



Λp n(missing)  correlation
( Sada )



Missing Mass of 3He(K-, Λp)

M. M. of 3He (K-, Λp) [GeV/c2]
– Missing neutron can be 

identified.
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*including Σ0pnγΛ pn events

To study the origin of Λpn
events, 
Let us check Dalitz-plot in 
the next slide. 



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.



Kinematical boundary region

+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

pΛ in CDS
・Events are scattered 
widely in phase space.
・Multi-N absorption 
processes exist. 
☑It seems 3N-abs(Λpn) exists

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

N in NC
pΛ in CDS

・Events are scattered 
widely in phase space.
・Multi-N absorption 
processes exist. 
☑It seems 3N-abs(Λpn) exists

・“Λpn” w/ forward n in 
the NC  are a few events.
☑We would like to carry out high 
statistical experiments !

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

- Kinematical bound

2N-abs
(Λpns ,π0Λpns)

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.

・Events are scattered 
widely in phase space.
・Multi-N absorption 
processes exist. 
☑It seems 3N-abs(Λpn) exists
☑2N-abs is very weak.

・“Λpn” w/ forward n in 
the NC  are a few events.
☑We would like to carry out high 
statistical experiments !



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

Σ-Λ conversion
(2step)

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.

Sim.

・Events are scattered 
widely in phase space.
・Multi-N absorption 
processes exist. 
☑It seems 3N-abs(Λpn) exists
☑2N-abs is almost nothing.
☑ can not see Σ-Λ conversion 
line?
・“Λpn” w/ forward n in 
the NC  is a few events.
☑We would like to carry out high 
statistical experiments !



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

3He(K-, Λpn) Result :Dalitz plot of Λpn
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*including Σ0γΛ events

・Events are scattered 
widely in phase space.
・Multi-N absorption 
processes exist. 
☑It seems 3N-abs(Λpn) exists
☑2N-abs is almost nothing.
☑ can not see Σ-Λ conversion 
line?

・“Λpn” w/ forward n in 
the NC  is a few events.
☑We would like to carry out high 
statistical experiments !

K-pp
B. E. = 100 MeV
Γ = 100 MeV

Selected neutron missing
mass peak.

Finally, 
will be confirmed in I. M. of Λp w/ missing n.

Sim.
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3He(K-, Λpn) Result 
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I.M. of Λp[GeV/c2]

Λp invariant mass

M
(K

+p
+p

)

Selected 
missing 
neutron
Event ~400

It seems that
☑2N abs is very 
weak. 
☑3N abs may be 
dominant.
☑careful studies are 
in progress.

MC

3N abs

2N absKpp
B.E. =50 MeV
Γ = 50 MeV

K-pp prod.: K- 3He � K-pp n 
ds/dW=1mb/sr (isotropic)
K-pp ->Lp(25%), S0p(25%), pSp(50%)



Summary of J-PARC E15 status
✔ J-PARC E15 1st stage physics run was performed.

－ All the detector subsystems are working well
with the good performance as designed

－ Unfortunately stopped ay only 24KW*4 day running… 

✔ Semi-inclusive  3He(K-,n) spectrum have tail component 
in the K-bound region which is hard to be explained 
by ordinary processes. 

✔ 3He (K-,p) spectrum looks very similar to (K-,n)

✔ Λ + p + n(missing) correlation analysis seems 
very interesting when the statistics is much improved
in the future run. 



SPARE SLIDES



+ all events
● w/ forward n in the NC

Dalitz plot
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Dalitz plot of Λpn

*including Σ0γΛ events
TΛ/Q

Tn/Q Tp/Q

2N abs & Σ-Λ conversion



Formation spectra : in-flight 3He(K-,n)

T.Koike and T.Harada. , PLB652 (2007) 262

quasi-free

bound

K- escape

K- conversion

K- + 3He  “K-pp” + n @ PK=1GeV/c, θ=0º

YA potential Quasi-free peak 
～1.2 GeV/c

Kpp peak >1.22GeV/c

Easy to  observe 
If dσ/dΩ >1.0 mb/sr

V0 = -292 W0 = -107 MeV
(YA potential)

One of the 
examples



E15: PID for CDS 

• PID for CDS  (vertex in target volume)
• Cos θ means angle between beam K- and scattered particle
• Correlation of K- ‘s cos and momentum is clear => elastic scattering
• there is some deuteron events=>  3He(K-,d)Λ reaction??

”N”(K−, K−)N

Kaon P vs cosθ

3He(K−,d)X??

中性子検出効率

実測に利用









J-PARC
Locates in Tokai, Ibaraki 





KEK-PS E549 
4He(stopped K-,p) 4He(stopped K-,p)

Error bar が見えないほどの高統計

Upper limits for the narrow deeply bound status


